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ABSTRACT

The image signal is often affected by the existence of noise, noise can occur during image capture, transmission or processing 

phases. noises caused the degradation phenomenon and demage the original signal information. Many studies are being 

accomplished to restore those signals which corrupted by mixed noise. In this paper, we proposed mixed weighted filter for 

removing Gaussian and impulse  noise. we first charge the noise type, then, Gaussian is removed by a weighted mean filter and 

impulse noise is removed by self-adaptive weighted median filter that can not only remove mixed noise but also preserve the 

details. And through the simulation, we compared with the conventional algorithms and indicated that 

proposed method significant improvement over many other existing algorithms and can preserve image 

details efficiently.
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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

Images can pick up noise from a variety of so

urces: during acquisition and transmission. Nois

e presence is exhibited by displeasing informati

on that is not related to the scene under study. 

Noise reduction and elimination is the process 

of removing noise from a deteriorated image w

hile keeping its features intact. It is one of the 

major concerns and fundamental operations in c

omputer vision and image processing. For most 

typical applications, image noise can be adequat

ely modeled with additive Gaussian noise and i

mpulse noise and mixed noise. A large number 

of linear and nonlinear filtering algorithms have 

been developed to remove the mixed noise fro

m corrupted images to enhance image quality. 

Among the linear filters, the important filters ar

e average filter(AF), Gaussian filter(GF)[1][2]. Th

ese filters can efficiently remove Gaussian noise, 

but it ineffective in removing impulse noise, so 

this method not good enough to remove mixed 

noise. Various forms of nonlinear techniques ha

ve also been introduced to remove mixed noise. 

Among them, standard median(SM) filter seems 

to offer better performances in terms of preserv

ing edge information and removing impulse noi

se[3]. However, one of the problems of the me

dian filter destroys fine details, and produces st

reaks and blotches in restored images. Its varia

nts, Z. Wang and D. Zhang proposed the progr

essive switching median(PSM) filter to improve 

performance[3]. However, these filters can remo

ve impulse noise effectively, but they are ineffe

ctive to Gaussian noise[2][3]. 

In this paper, to remove mixed noise and pres

erve image details, we proposed an algorithm t

hat first judges the type of the noise according 

to the difference values of pixel’s neighborhood 

region and impulse noise’s characteristic. Then 

Gaussian is removed by a weighted mean filter 

and impulse noise is removed by self-adaptive 

weighted median filter that can not only remov

e mixed noise but also preserve the details.

Ⅱ. PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. Noise Estimation

The estimation of noise point is accord to the 

difference values of pixel’s neighborhood regio

n. The image edge gray has continuity in one 

or several directions in the neighborhood regio

n. But noise points gray are discontinuous in 

most directions. It means if a pixel is edge pixe

l, it has the maximum difference value between 

this pixel and neighborhood region pixels in on

e or several directions[3]. If a pixel is impulse 

noise point, where the impulse noise pixels can 

only have extreme values, it has the value of 0 

or 255. if the difference () between the center 
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pixel and other neighborhood region pixel is la

rger than threshold, at the same time, the num

ber () which satisfies this situation is 0, the 

center pixel will be defined as Gaussian noise. 

2.2. Noise Suppression Method

In order to preserve details, this paper propose

s the method that uses complex algorithms. Th

en Gaussian is removed by a weighted mean fi

lter and impulse noise is removed by self-adapt

ive weighted median filter that can not only re

move mixed noise but also preserve the details.

A. Gaussian Noise Suppression

If the  , the center pixel point is Gaussia

n noise point. Remove this noise by using follo

wing modified weighted mean filter. The weigh

ted values change base on standard deviation 

() of filtering mask. Near to the center pixel, 

the weight value is , and the pixel at diago

nal, the weighted value is .  is the weig

ht gives to the center pixel. 

1, If  , the weighted values will be calc

ulated as formula (1).
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2, If ≤, the weighted values to the diffe

red regions are described as (2).
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The output after filtering is:
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B. Impulse Noise Suppression

If the center pixel is valued 0 or 255, it is imp

ulse noise. Then propose a adaptive weighted 

median filter to suppression the impulse noise. 

We first take the impulse noise out from the fil

tering mask, then those remained pixels defined 

as noise free pixels. We also compute out the 

median value from the noise free pixels, we de

fine the median value as . 
The calculation process of the weighted values 

is described as follows:

 
 




 







(4)

Here,  is the median value of the noise free 
pixels under the filtering mask . 

≤≤ ≤≤ (5)

Here,  is the position of the pixels in the 
mask and the mask size is , and then SM filter 

chooses the median value in the mask.
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(6)

The output after filtering is:

  
 




 



× (7)

Ⅲ. EXPERIMENT RESULT ANALYZES

The proposed algorithm is tested using 512×51
2 standard images such as Lena(Gray). In addit

ion to the visual quality, the performance is qu

antitatively measured by the peak signal to noi

se ratio(PSNR).

Fig.1 shows the simulation result of the Lena I

mage. In the Fig. 1, (a) is the original image; 

(b) is the noisy image that corrupted by impuls

e noise with the density of p=30% and AWGN 

with the standard deviation of . (c)∼(f) show t

he restoration results of Lena image by AF(3×3) 
filter, SM(3×3) filter, PSM(3×3) and the propose
d filter respectively. 

Fig.1's simulation result shows that the propose

d method has the best filtering effect compared

with the traditional filter algorithms. The propo
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Fig. 1. Simulation result.

(a) original image (b) noisy image (c) AF (3×3) (d) SM (3×3) (e) PSM (3×3) (f) proposed filter

sed method combines the good ability to get ri

d of mixed noise and rather good ability to pr

otect the detail information.

Fig.2 compares the noise removal results by ch

anging the impulse noise density. From Fig.2, t

he proposed method performs well and the PS

NR values are higher than conventional algorith

ms.
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 Fig. 2. PSNR for Lena image.

V. CONVOLUTIONS

In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed to 

remove mixed noise in the images. The propos

ed method first classifies the noise. And then r

emoves the different noise by different filters. T

hrough the computer simulation on test image, 

it indicates that the proposed method has good 

capability in mixed noise suppression. And this 

method is relatively a fast method and suitable 

to be implemented for consumer electronic pro

ducts, such as digital camera.
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